AYSO
Area Referee
Sample Law Test
Version 9710

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: ______________________ State: ____ Zip: _________
Possible Points:

17

Actual Points: _________

Notes:
The purpose of this test is to prepare Area Referee candidates for the Area Referee Exam. It is not
to be considered as a substitute for the Area Referee Exam and does not count toward
certification. Point out to the candidates that doing well in this exam does not guarantee that
they will do well on the Area Law Exam and that they should prepare themselves by studying
the Laws.
This test should be administered early in the course preferably immediately following the
introduction. It must be reviewed but is not to be graded.
The test may be returned to the candidate after the review is completed.
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AYSO Area Referee
Sample Law Test
Version 9710
Answer according to the 1997 edition of the FIFA Laws of the Game and the
AYSO National Rules and Regulations.
T = True; F = False - Circle the correct answer.
1. T F It is the duty of a neutral assistant referee to indicate all of the
following:
•

when the whole of the ball has passed out of the field of play;

•

which side is entitled to a corner kick, goal kick, or throw-in;

•

when a player may be penalized for being in an offside position;
and

•

when misconduct or other incident has occurred out of the vision of
the referee.

2. T F If the referee mistakenly blows his whistle, he should announce "play
on."

1.

3. T F In the diagram above, player #4 takes a corner kick which deflects off
player #1 to player #2 who shoots directly into the goal. An offside
infraction has occurred.
4. T F A goalkeeper may play anywhere on the field.
5. T F Free kicks must be played in a forward direction.
6. T F During regulation time, a player takes a penalty kick. Untouched by
the goalkeeper, the ball rebounds off a goalpost into the field of play.
The kicker is permitted to play the ball again.
7. T F A goalkeeper is not allowed to be the thrower at the taking of a throwin.
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8. T F AYSO National Rules and Regulations prohibit coaches and referees
from using tobacco products during practices, or games in the
immediate vicinity of the soccer field.
9. At what four times are substitutions permitted during AYSO regulation play?
(4 points)

10. Complete the following: The offside position is judged at the moment
the _______ is ____________ or _____________ by a __________________
For questions 11 and 12. In the following situations, the red team and the blue team are on the
field. State which team will take the restart. The appropriate restart from the following may be
used:
KO - kick-off

GK - goal kick

DFK - direct free kick

DB - dropped ball

CK - corner kick

PK - penalty kick

TI - throw-in

IFK - indirect free kick

None - Do not stop play

11. A blue defender, who is not playing the ball, runs between a red attacker and the ball to
slow the attacker and allow the blue goalkeeper to pick up the ball.
The restart is a ________________ for the ________________ team.
12. A red attacker in an offside position receives the ball directly from a throwin and shoots the ball into the blue team's goal.
The restart is a ________________ for the ________________ team.
For questions 13 and 14, assume that the ball is in play and that the incident
occurs outside the penalty area. Circle one choice per question.
13. A player lying on the ground kicks the ball. What is the restart?
DFK

IFK

NONE

14. A player who is within playing distance of the ball impedes the progress of an
opponent. What is the restart?
DFK

IFK

NONE
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